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POROSITY AND CRACK INITIATION DURING LOW CYCLE FATIGUE

D. A. Gerard- and D. A. Koss
Department of Materials Science and Engineering

The Pennsylvania State University
University Park, PA 16802

ABSTRACT

The influence of porosity on crack initiation during low cycle fatigue LCF has been

examined by both experimental observations and theoretical modeling. Experimental data

based on powder-processed titanium indicate a porosity-induced enhancement of crack

initiation, which contributes to significant reductions in low cycle fatigue life. All of the

levels of porosity examined, which range from 0.4 to 6 volume percent, cause an order of

magnitude or greater decrease in the number of cycles to initiate a 15 micron crack.

Based on a modification of a Neuber analysis, local strain profiles which develop

adjacent to holes in uniaxial tension and large-strain amplitude fatigue testing have also

been predicted and experimentally verified. Modeling porosity located at a surface as a

through-thickness hole deforming under plane-stress conditions, adapting a Coffin-Manson

law as a failure criterion and using cumulative damage theory, a theoretical analysis has

been developed for predicting the number of cycles for microcrack initiation in the presence

of porosity. The predictions, which rely on pore shapes and the low cycle fatigue response

of the fully dense matrix, accurately predict the number of cycles necessary to initiate a 15

micron crack adjacent to both isolated and interconnected pores during low cycle fatigue.

INTRODUCTION

The in-service performance of powder-processed as well as cast materials is

frequently limited by the presence of processing defects such as porosity. Numerous

investigations have examined the deleterious effects of porosity on high cycle fatigue and

+ Currently: General Motors Technical Center, Warren, MI.
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uniaxial tension behavior: for example see Refs. (1-15). The reductions in high cycle

fatigue life of porous specimens have been attributed to local stress concentrations near

pores which result in localized slip even though the nominal stress remains elastic.

Although there have been many studies investigating the effects of porosity on high cycle

fatigue behavior, there have been no fundamental studies which examine the effects of

porosity on low cycle fatigue behavior. This is significant since the resistance of materials

to low cycle fatigue failure, wherein the material is fully plastic, is often quite different than

the response to high cycle fatigue when the nominal applied stress is elastic.

Previous studies of porosity on tensile fracture of porous materials suggest that low

cycle fatigue may be sensitive to the presence of porosity; for example see Ref. 7. These

studies have shown that during monotonic tension, pore-induced shear localization plays an

important role in the linking of pores which results in a reduction in the tensile ductility.

Thus, these results suggest that porosity could also be detrimental to low cycle fatigue life

if strain localization develops near or between pores, as in tensile deformation. In fact,

there are reports that porosity accelerates the failure process during low cycle fatigue( 17-19 )

but these studies did not examine the problem in a systematic or fundamental manner.

The purpose of this investigation is to examine in detail the influence of rounded

porosity on crack initiation during low cycle fatigue. Both experimental data and analytical

predictions are presented. The effect of porosi"v on short crack growth at large strain

amplitudes is reported elsewhere( 20 ), and the o, influence of porosity on LCF will be

described later.(2 1) The study utilizes powder-processed titanium containing well rounded

pores with levels ranging from 0.4 to 6.0 volume percent. Isolated as well as continuous I For

porosity conditions are examined. Although this study is based on titanium, the results -

should apply to other powder-processed or cast metals containing porosity so long as pore d7j

shapes and the cyclic flow characteristics of the matrix can be characterized and pore L I Cn

contents are sufficiently low, probably :S10%, so that crack initiation occurs predominantly on/

near individual pores. Av a1 I bility Cod s ---

DisL spcial

/DI;L 
naSp
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EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Conventional powder metallurgy processing techniques using the sequential
processes of cold isostitic pressing, sintering, swaging, and resintering were used to

prepare low cycle fatigue specimens of commercially pure titanium, which was utilized as a

model material for this study. The processing histories of the materials as a function of

pores content are described elsewhere.(22) Wrought titanium having essentially the same

impurity content as the powder-processed specimens was used for comparing the fatigue

properties of the fully dense and porous conditions. In all cases, the materials contained

between 0.13 and 0.15wt% oxygen.

The fully dense and porous microstructures containing 0.4%, 1.5% and 6% isolated

porosity as well as 6% interconnected porosity are shown in Fig. 1. Stereopycnometer

results confirmed that the pores were isolated in all but the "interconnected" condition, Fig.

le. The microstructures in the isolated porosity specimens consist of well-rounded

elliptical pores having average radius* of 10 to 15 microns and an average aspect ratio

(major/minor diameter) of 1.3. Fig. l e shows that when the interconnected-porosity

specimens are examined in cross section, the pores have an average radius of about 25

microns and are somewhat less rounded than in the isolated case, having an average aspect

ratio of 1.9. It should also be noted that the grain sizes were of the same order of

magnitude in size as the pores in the fully dense and 6% isolated porous materials (40 tm

grain size), but grain sizes of 140 Vm were observed after processing the 0.4% porous

condition.

Fully reversible low cycle fatigue tests were performed at room temperature in total

strain control at strain ranges of .75 and 1.5%. The lower strain-range tests were

* The average radius is the average value of the Martin radii. In this study, the Martin radii are defined as
the distance from the center of gravity of the pore to its edge; the initial radius measurement is taken at an
arbitrary angle of 0' after which the remaining radii are obtained at angles of 45, 90, 135, 180, 225',
270', and 315'.
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conducted a, a frequency of .25 Hz while the larger amplitude tests have been performed at

.15 Hz. both with a triangular waveform. Cylindrical push-pull low cycle fatigue

specimens were used in this study; the specimens had a gage length of 15 mm and a 6.4

mm diameter. A lengthy (8-10 hr per specimen) polishing technique involving a

combination of mechanical and chemical polishing was developed(22) to prepare the

specimen surfaces for not only the fatigue testing but also for the surface replication

analyses described below. Subsequent to this specimen preparation but prior to testing, the

specimens were vacuum annealed at 700*C for 0.5 hr at a pressure of 3x10 -3 Pa.

In order to monitor fatigue crack initiation, the low cycle fatigue tests were

periodically interrupted and acetate surface replicas were taken. During each interruption

the entire gage section of the specimen was examined using a replicating technique which

was developed utilizing a surface replicating application tool. The tool consists of a

cylindrical shell of brass with an inner layer of polymeric material (TygonTM) whose inner

radius equals that of the gage section of the specimen. The combination of the flexible

polymer and the rigid brass distributed loads to the replicating tape uniformly over a

relatively large area while allowing the acetate tape to flow against the surface features.

After applicaion, the replicas were flattened and stored for analysis using a procedure

described elsewhere.(22)

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

a. Experimental Results

Porosity causes large reductions in low cycle fatigue (LCF) life at both of the strain

amplitudes examined and for all of the porous conditions. Fig. 2 demonstrates that low

cycle fatigue life deteriorates rapidly with increasing pore volume fraction, the effect being

more pronounced when the porosity is interconnected and less well rounded. In order to

analyze the fundamental causes for these large reductions in fatigue life, each of the failure

stages of LCF must be examined. Low cycle fatigue failure may be separated into four
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stages which typically overlap each other: (1) microcrack initiation, (2) microcrack (or

short crack) growth. (3) miciocrack linking, and (4) macrocrack propagation. Acceleration

of any of these failure stages will result in a reduction of LCF life provided that no

deceleration of any other stage occurs, which is usually unlikely.

Fig. 3 indicates the experimentally observed reduction in LCF life due to enhanced

microcrack initiation when porosity is present. As shown in Fig. 3, the number of cycles

to initiate a 15 im microcack decreases by roughly a factor of ten at both the 0.75 and

1.5% total strain ranges. The decrease in the number of cycles to initiate a crack is even

greater, roughly a factor of 102, for the case of interconnected porosity when the pores

have aspect ratios of rougr:Iy 1.9 compared to 1.3 in the isolated pore case. For the case of

the isolated porous specimens, crack initiation appears essentially independent of pore

level: see Fig. 3.

In all cases in this study, crack initiation occurs adjacent to pores, such as is shown in

Fig. 4. Crack initiation occurs at or very near the specimen surface with most cracks

initiating at individual pores at the porosity levels examined in this study (L 6%). It is

likely that at higher pore contents crack initiation between clusters of pores will become a

dominant feature. The short cracks also tend to initiate on planes whose surface traces are

normal to the stress axis. Dogleg cracks are quite common as the short cracks propagate

across grain boundaries. It is interesting to note that despite observations of thousands of

microcracks, seldom are cracks less than 15 jim in length observed.

b. Oualitative Analysis

The acceleration of the microcrack initiation process in this study is caused by pore-

induced strain concentrations developing within a plastic matrix. Such a conclusion is

consistent with the results of studies investigating (a) the influence of porosity(8 15) or (b)

notches (or holes)(23-28) on high cycle fatigue behavior. Several studies(8-15) which have

examined the influence of porosity on high cycle fatigue behavior have observed large

decreases in fatigue life. The reductions in high cycle fatigue life were attributed to an
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acceleration in the initiation of microcracks at pores due to the development local regions of

pore-induced plasticity in a nominally elastic matrix. Furthermore, high cycle-fatigue

studies of the influence of notches (or holes) have also shown that the microcrack initiation

process is accelerated.( 23-34 ) The acceleration in microcrack initiation once again is

attributed to the development of local regions of plasticity in an elastic matrix as a result of

stress concentrations which are generated at the stress riser (i.e. a notch or hole) during

testing. Finally, it is significant that several investigations( 25-30) have also shown that the

high cycle fatigue life at the root of a notch (i.e. microcrack initiation) is approximately the

same as for a fully dense material which is subjected to the same strain amplitude being

generated near a stress riser.

All of the above analyses rely on the stress and strain conccntrations which exist near

pores, notches, or holes. Extension of that reasoning to the present study indicates that the

large strain amplitudes developing adjacent to the pores cause local failure, i.e., the

initiation of a crack. However, this study differs from those described above since the

matrix, which contains the stress concentrators (i.e. pores), is subjected to fully plastic

deformation. The following section presents an analysis of this form of crack initiation.

c. A Model for Pore-Induced Crack Initiation Dtlrina LCF

In order to estimate the number of cycles necessary to initiate a 15pi long crack from

a pore during fully plastic, low cycle fatigue, we consider three critical aspects:

(1) The first aspect of microcrack initiation is the characterization of local strains near

pores at the specimen surface deforming in a plane stress condition. In the present

analysis, we estimate the strain distributions adjacent to pores on the specimen surface by

considering local strains near through-thickness elliptical holes in a fully plastic sheet

deforming under plane stress conditions. In this case, the theoretical stress/strain

concentration analysis proposed by Neuber{ 35) may be used to predict the local plastic

strain amplitude profiles near a hole provided that the hole geometry and the matrix stress-

strain responses are known. Assuming the strains near a pore intersecting a free surface
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are similar to those of a hole in plane stress, we can utilize the predicted strain profiles to

estimate the strain distributions adjacent to an isolated pore located on the surface. Since

the local strain amplitudes near the holes (pores) can be determined as a function of cycles

and distance from the pore, they can be incorporated into a plastic strain-life analysis to

predict local failure (crack initiation).

(2) In the next aspect, the theoretically predicted plastic strain amplitudes during each

cycle are used to estimate the number of cycles to failure for the material in the region

adjacent to the pore. The failure estimates are based on the maximum local strain amplitude

which develops at the pore surface on the plane of maximum strain concentration. The

microcrack initiation predictions are based on a local failure criterion utilizing the Manson-

Coffin relationship( 36,37) for fully dense titanium.( 38)

(3) The final aspect uses a cumulative damage theory to estimate the number of cycles

to initiate a crack by incorporating the low cycle fatigue failure predictions of the material

adjacent to the pore after each cycle. This is necessary because the imposed, macroscopic

plastic strain amplitude varies during cycling due to cyclic hardening followed by cyclic

softening( 39).

The first aspect of the microcrack initiation model relies on a prediction of the local

plastic strain amplitude profiles adjacent to a pore at the specimen surface. As discussed in

(1) above, we may estimate those strain profiles by utilizing a solution for the plastic strain

distributions near a through-thickness hole in the same material deforming under plane

stress conditions. This is done through the use of Neuber's anaiysi3(as) iii vhitl-, the stress

concentration KeI at a hole:

Ke = K-KE (I)

where K(; = al/anom = local stress/nominal stress at infinity, and

Ke = El/Enom = local strain/nominal strain at infinity



In Eq. 1, K.1 is the stress concentration adjacent to the defect, which is a function of

position, and Ko and KE are the local stress and strain concentrations developed near a

defect for any deformation state, including plastic deformation. In order to solve Eq. 1 in a

plastically deforming matrix it is necessary to relate the stress and strain in the region near

the defect assuming the material obeys a stress a-strain c relationship such as:

= CEn (2)

In Eq. 2, C and n are the empirically fitted strength coefficient and work-hardening

exponent, respectively. Upon substituting the results into Eq. 1 and solving for the plastic

local strain, we obtain

c1 = (Kc /  A O In+ 1 ... ..

In Eq. 3, cl is the local strain adjacent to the defect. and AENOM is the nominally applied

strain. Further work by Seeger and Heuler(3A) indicated that in order to improve the results

from the Neuber analysis, the reduction in cross-sectional area must also be accounted for

in a specimen of finite width. In the present case of pores which are infinitesmal in size

and uniform in spatial distribution, the correction for specimen width is not necessary.

The solution to Eq. 3 for the local strain distribution adjacent to a defect is complex in

the present case because of the form of Kel for a through-thickness elliptical hole in a

uniformly stressed plate. In this case, Kei is obtained from elasticity theory and is given

byi-'())

Kel = sinh(2L) + cos(2p3) - e( 2o,) cos 2(p -TI) (4)
cosh(2L) - cos(21)
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%%here ox an0 - ,escribe the stress field as a family of intersecting ellipse and hyperbolas by

the u1,, ot curVilinear coordinates, and P is the angle (in radians) between the applied stress

and the major axis. A rigorous derivation of the stress distributions generated adjacent to

an elliptical-through-thickness hole during monotonic deformation is described in Ref. 40.

The combination of Eq. (3) and (4) provides solutions which predict pseudo-plasticity

strain distributions not only for different elliptical shapes but may also be used to predict

the effects of changes in shape during deformation. In addition, this analysis will predict

the strain profile on any plane in the region.

Before Eq. 3 is applied to the LCF analysis, it is instructive to verify its predictive

capabilities for plastic strain distributions near holes not only during monotonic straining

but also after cyclic strain of a LCF specimen. It should be noted that several previous

investigators have applied the Neuber analysis (with varying degrees of success) to predict

,tress and strain concentrations at notches in low and high cycle farigtie.- ll) In the case of

monotonic tension, a comparison of the theoretical and experimental plastic strain

distributions near a through-thickness hole (initially circular) in sheet specimens of 70-30

brass, 1100 Al, and a low carbon steel will be reported elsewhere. a 2) Agreement between

the predicted and observed is good for all three materials, especially at small macroscopic

nominal strains, such as £nom= .03.

For cyclic straining, Fig. 4 shows a comparison of predicted and observed strain

distributions near a circular hole in titanium specimens subjected to 1.5% total strain

amplitude. In this instance, the cyclic strain-hardening exponent (n = .275(43))is used in

Eq. 2 and the nominal strain in Eq. 3 is the plastic strain ampltUde. Fig. 4 indicates a

reasonably good level of agreement between predicted and observed strain distributions,

despite scatter in the experimental data. Since a crack was detected at 60 cycles, the strain

distribution data indicate no significant strain accumulation occurred near the hole until

about 80,r of the local fatigue life (i.e., 50 cycles). This result is in agreement -)f Quesnel
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and ,Meshi(-11) who also observed an accumulation in local strain just prior to crack

nucleatir in during high cycle fatigue testing in the presence of a hole. Thus, we conclude

that Eq's. 3 and 4 provide reasonable estimates of the local strain amplitudes adjacent to

holes in strain-hardening materials undergoing LCF for most of the life of the material.

To incorporate the Neuber analysis into a model which predicts crack initiation during

LCF, we assume a strain-based failure criterion for local fracture (i.e., microcrack

initiation) adjacent to a hole/pore. In the present case, that criterion relies on Manson-

Coffin relationship(36, 37) for fully dense titanium:

(,AEp/2)(Nf) = Cb (5)

where AEp/2 is the plastic strain amplitude, NF is the number of cycles to failure, and C and

b are material constants which have been determined for the fully dense titanium. As

determined in the present study, the values of C and b at the onset of macrocrack

propagation are 23% and -0.51, respectively; these are in good ageement with another

investigation( 38 ). To improve the applicability of Eq. 5 to the present analysis, the

constants have been determined at the onset of macrocrack propagation and do not include

the number of cycles for macrocrack crack propagation. In addiion, the plastic strain

amplitude AEp has to be evaluated as a function of cycles due to cyclic hardening or

softening. Thus, in these total strain amplitude tests, the plastic strain amplitude must be

evaluated as a function of c ,cles i. order that the equation can be correctly implemented. It

should be recognized that implicit in the use of Eq. 5 is the assumption that the life of the

material at the base of a strain concentrator, such as a pore, will be the same as that of a

smooth LCF specimen.

In order to imitate the fatigue life of a strip of material adjacent to a pore, a cumulative

damage model must be implemented because of the variability of strain amplitudes during

cycling. A cumulative damage theory must thus be used to estimate the fatigue life of the
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material near the pore (i.e. microcrack initiation) which has deformed under locally varying

strain amplitudes . In the present study, the pertinent relationship is

(Nl/NFI+N2/N+...+Nx/NFx) = 1.0 (6)

In Eq. 6. Nx is the number of cycles a specimen is cycled at a particular strain amplitude

AE, while NFx is the number of cycles to failure as predicted by the Manson-Coffin

equation for a specimen cycled to failure at a strain amplitude AEx.

In order to utilize Eq's. 2-6, we assume that the strain distribution near a microscopic

pore intersecting a free surface are similar to those adjacent to an elliptical hole in a metal

deforming under plane stress conditions. Furthermore, since cracks tend to initiate adjacent

to pores along a plane bisecting the pore and normal to the stress axis, the strain

distributions along the corresponding plane near a hole, such as in Fig. 5, are used in the

analvsis. The analysis ignores scaling effects such as the differences in plasticity when the

pore size is roughly that of the grain size and local plasticity effects when only a few rains

are involved. The analogy between a through-thickness hole and a pore intersecting a

surface may be better than it seems at first glance. In the case of continuous porosity, the

geometries clearly approximate each other; even in the discontinuous pore case, most of

the pores at which cracks initiate are relatively deep compared to their diameter, thus

approximating a hole intersecting the surface.

Given the above assumptions, an estimate can be made of the number of cycles to

initiate . ..ck adjacent to a pore. Specifically, this requires the use of Eqs. 2-6, the cyclic

s.e'ss- , response of fully dense Ti as given by Eq. 5, and approximating the pores as

elliptical .. ,. It should be recalled that the pore shapes are elliptical in cross section with

the ratio of the major to minor diameters being 1.3 and 1.9 for the isolated and

* The variation in local plastic strain amplitude at any selected distance from the pore can be a result of the

titanium cyclically hardening or softening during the lows cycle fatigue tests. Whethcr cyclic hardening,
and or, softening occurs depends on the strain amplitudes at which the tests are performed. (39)
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interconnected porous materials, respectively. We also assume that the crack will initiate at

a pore surface at the maximum strain amplitude location (note: as before, this occurs on a

plane normal to the fatigue axis which bisects the pore). Thus, in order to estimate the

number of cycles to initiate a microcrack, the maximum plastic strain obtained at the surface

of a specially oriented pore (i.e. major axis perpendicular to the fatigue axis) has been

chosen.

The theoretical estimates of the number of cycles to initiate an infinitesimally small

microcrack at the surface of a pore are presented in Fig. 3 along with the previously

described experimental data for cracks 15 microns in length. The theoretical and

experimental results presented in Fig. 3 are in excellent agreement for the materials

containing isolated- and interconnected-porosity at both strain amplitudes. It should be

emphasized that no adjustable parameters are used to force a fit in the analysis. Only the

Manson-Coffin parameters, the cyclic stress-strain response, and cyclic strain amplitudes

(which are used in the cumulative damage aspect), and the pore geometries used in

calculating the local strain distributions need to be specified.

The choice of a 15 micron crack as the critical size for the microcrack initiation is

based on the fact that very few cracks below this size were detected among several

thousand cracks examined. The absence of cracks below 15 microns in size is probably

due to the steep local strain gradient present in the pore-induced plastic zone. Data such as

that in Fig. 5 strongly suggest that the steep gradients in the pore-induced local plastic

zones extend at least one pore radius into the material. Given a typical pore diameter of 30

.m, tnis implies a strip of material of 15 to 20 p.m from the pore surface within which the

large local plastic strain amplitudes cause large accelerations in the microcrack growth, as

has been noted elsewhere in the presence of notches.( 24-28)
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CONCLUSIONS

The influence of porosity on crack initiation during low cycle fatigue has been studied

using powder-processed titanium containing rounded porosity ranging from 0 to 6% by

volume as a model system. Experimental results from low cycle fatigue testing at total

strain ranges of 0.75 and 1.5% at 25*C indicate the following.

(a) The enhancement of crack initiation due to porosity results in significant

reductions in low cycle fatigue life. For all the levels of porosity examined, the number of

cycles necessary to initiate at 15 micron crack decreased by roughly an order of magnitude

or more.

(b) The acceleration of microcrack initiation is a result of pore-induced plastic zones

which create locally high regions of plastic strain at or very near the specimen surface

adjacent to the pore. An analysis suggests that the localized plasticity extends into the

matrix material roughly two to three pore radii beyond the edge of a pore on the plane of

maximum strain concentration.

(c) For the isolated-porous materials in which the porosity maintains similar

geometries, the enhancement of microcrack initiation is essentially independent of the

porosity levels at the strain amplitude examined.

(d) When the porosity is interconnected and the pores tend to be more elongated, the

microcrack initiation process is further enhanced probably as a result of the pores having a

higher aspect ratio than those in the isolated porous materials.

An analysis of pore-induced microcrack initiation has been successfully performed on

the following basis:

(a) The local strain distributions near pores on the free surface of a plastically

deforming matrix have been modeled utilizing a through-thickness elliptical hole in a

deforming matrix material under plane stress conditions. Good agreement between

experimentally measured and theoretically determined (using i Neuber analysis( 35)) strain

profiles adjacent to elliptical holes has been obtained for matrices subjected to uniaxial
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tension as well as low cycle fatigue deformation. The theoretical analysis relies only on the

knowledge of the cyclic stress-strain response of the matrix and the hole shape. A

significant experimental observation is that very little strain accumulation occurs adjacent to

a hole during LCF until approximately 80% of the life of the strip of material local to the

hole.

(a) Using a Manson-Coffin relationship as a criterion for local failure (crack

initiation) in conjunction with a cumulative damage law, the number of cycles to initiate a

15 .tm crack can be predicted from estimates of the maximum strain amplitudes near pores,

with elliptical cross sections intersecting the free surface. Assuming no scaling effects and

that strain distributions at free surfaces near microscopic pores are similar to those near

macroscopic through-thickness holes, we obtain very good agreement between predictions

and experimental observations of the number of cycles to initiate a 15 .m crack in the

presence of porosity during LCF.
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Figure 1 Polarized light micrographs of titanium containing (a) 0% porosity, (b) 0.4%
isolated porosity, (c) 1.5% isolated porosity, (d) 6% isolated porosity, and (e)
6% interconnected porosity. The bright reflections are from the epoxy used to
preserve the original pore shape during polishing. All the micrographs have the
same magnification.

Figure 2. The influence of porosity on low cycle fatigue life for titanium subjected to total
strain range testing at (a) 0.75%, and (b) 1.5%.

Figure 3. A comparison of the experimental results and theoretical predictions for the
number of cycles to initiate a 15 .im crack in the fully dense and porous
materials during total strain range testing at (a) 0.75% and (b) 1.5%.

Figure 4. Micrographs of surface replicas showing microcracks which have initiated
adjacent to pores during low cycle fatigue.

Figure 5. A comparison of the theoretical and experimental total strtain profiles adjacent to
a circular hole on the plane bisecting to hole and normal to the stress axis at the
maximum tensile reversal after selected cycles for a 1.5% total strain range test.
The hole-to-specimen-width ratio was twenty percent and R/R(o) refers to the
ratio of the distance R from the hole center as normally to hole radius R(o).
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Figure 4 Micrograph of a surface replica showing microcracks initiated
at pores in the 6% porous titanium (isolated porosity). The
stress axis is vertical.
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Figure 5. A comparison of the theoretical and experimental total strtain profiles adjacent to
a circular hole on the plane bisecting to hole and normal to the stress axis at the
maximum tensile reversal after selected cycles for a 1.5% total strain range test.
The hole-to-specimen-width ratio was twenty percent and RIR(o) refers to the
ratio of the distance R from the hole center as normally to hole radius R(o).


